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Oxyfuel Technology – Current Validation Status

Source: ETP ZEP Technology Blocks Nov 2008



The Major Challenges – Oxyfuel Combustion

• Burner performance
– Flame shape and length
– Luminosity and radiant properties

• Impact on furnace thermal 
performance, wall metal 
temperatures

– Large scale testing at (e.g.) Doosan 
Babcock, Vattenfall, B&W, Callide will 
address

Can we address the issues of scale?
Triatomic Gas Emissivity Comparison
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• Radiant heat transfer – furnace 
thermal performance

– CFD and engineering models exist, but 
there is no large scale validation data

• Realistic mean beam lengths
• Pendant superheaters
• Volumetric utilisation

– Need a full scale multi-burner 
demonstration in an appropriate 
geometry
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The Major Challenges – Oxyfuel Combustion

• NOx
– should we even be worried about this?

• SO2
– how does oxyfuel impact on limestone/gypsum process?

• Vattenfall → 99% capture, acceptable gypsum quality
• Hitachi Power Europe → desulphurisation performance lower under oxyfuel conditions 
with limestone (lab scale data; anticipate worse for plant)

• EON (DTI 407) → high P will impact chemistry (limestone solubility, CO -/HCO -

Do we know enough about NOx, SOx & dust emissions?

• EON (DTI 407) → high PCO2 will impact chemistry (limestone solubility, CO3
-/HCO3

-

equilibrium, pH, etc.) → what is consequential impact on scaling, solids build-up, 
corrosion, etc.

– what are alternatives?
– does it matter?

• SO3
– is there greater SO3 formation with oxyfuel?
– will it cause a problem?

• Dust
– how does oxyfuel impact ESP

• Lower corona generated current and dust collection efficiency?



The Major Challenges - Materials

• High temperature
– Oxidation

• High PO2 → damage to out-of-service burners?
– Sulphidation

• High PSO2, PSO3 → corrosion
– Carburisation

Do we know enough about the materials we will be using?

– Carburisation
• High PCO2 → loss of mechanical strength → need for higher Cr steels?

• Low temperature
– Dew point

• High PSO2, PSO3 → corrosion
• Raising of dew point temperature cf. air firing



The Major Challenges - Safety

• Most of plant will operate 
under suction

– But from FGR fan through to 
the windbox / burners the 
system is under pressure, and 
may leak

• CO is denser than air and will 

The Dangers of Carbon Dioxide 

1000ppm  0.1%   Prolonged exposure can affect powers of concentration  

5000 ppm  0.5%     The normal international Safety Limit (HSE, OSHA)  

10,000ppm  1%     Your rate of breathing increases very slightly but you 
probably will not notice it.  

15,000ppm  1.5%     The normal Short Term Exposure Limit (HSE, 
OSHA)  

20,000ppm  2%     You start to breathe at about 50% above your normal 

rate. If you are exposed to this level over several hours 
you may feel tired and get a headache.  

Can we be sure that we will never exceed safe levels of CO2?

15 minutes

8 hours

• CO2 is denser than air and will 
collect in low level confined 
spaces

– i.e. in the basement areas
– Buoyancy helps dispersion 

• Good ventilation is essential
– How do you ensure this?
– Would you trust your life to a 

CFD model?

you may feel tired and get a headache.  

30,000ppm  3%     You will be breathing at twice your normal rate. You may 

feel a bit dizzy at times, your heart rate and blood 
pressure increase and headaches are more frequent. Even 
your hearing can be impaired.  

40,000-50,000ppm  4-5%     Now the effects of CO2 really start to take over. Breathing 
is much faster - about four times the normal rate and after 

only 30 minutes exposure to this level you will show signs 
of poisoning and feel a choking sensation.  

50,000-100,000ppm  5-10%     You will start to smell carbon dioxide, a pungent but 

stimulating smell like fresh, carbonated water. You will 
become tired quickly with laboured breathing, headaches, 

tinnitus as well as impaired vision. You are likely to 

become confused in a few minutes, followed by 
unconsciousness.  

100,000ppm-1,000,000ppm 10-100%    Unconsciousness occurs more quickly, the higher the 

concentration. The longer the exposure and the higher the 
level of carbon dioxide, the quicker suffocation occurs.  

 



The Major Challenges - Safety

• < 23.5% pure O2
– Treat as air, no real concerns

• 23.5% to 40% pure O2
– Enhanced flammability due to O2 enrichment
– Established codes of practice, widespread industrial experience, but questions remain

• E.g. some organisations have imposed lower O2 limits in oxyfuel test facilities

• 40% to 80% pure O

What is a safe working level of O2?

• 40% to 80% pure O2
– Discussion needed on case-by-case basis
– At some point treat as “pure O2”, but when? (no clear consensus from industry)

• Practicality of specifying large FGR ducts, windbox, burners, etc. for “pure O2”?
– Need clear guidelines for oxyfuel, backed up by data

• 80% to 100% pure
– Treat as pure O2
– Established codes of practice, widespread industrial experience
– Concerns arise from lack of familiarity in power generation industry

• First applications of oxyfuel to use “simulated air”
• Already pipe natural gas, hot oil to burners, so why not O2?



The Major Challenges - Cost

• Costs associated with oxygen production are the big differentiator from other 
processes

– Optimisation of cryogenic ASU (O2 reduced from ~$200  to ~$160 / tonne)
– New routes to O2 (e.g. Ion Transfer Membrane)

By how much can we drive down costs?

• Where else can costs be cut?
– No need for an air firing capability takes out need for SCR, gives other simplifications
– Process integration → how far can this be taken?
– Reduced FGR
– Etc.



The Lesser Challenges

• Fuel Preparation
– Operation of roller mills / ring & ball mills / tube mills with hot (dry) FGR instead of air
– Engineering solutions to deliver acceptable flue gas conditions at the mill inlet

• Steam Cycle
– Materials development for 700°C steam cycle driven by efficiency (not oxyfuel)
– Oxyfuel success does not depend on 700°C steam cycle

There are issues to be resolved, acceptable solutions are anticipated with 
the application of moderate effort

– Oxyfuel success does not depend on 700°C steam cycle

• FGR & O2 Mixing
– FGR used for reheat steam temperature control, but not at the quantities required for oxyfuel
– Drying of flue gas to an appropriate level for milling plant
– Mixing of gases undertaken in many applications (including power generation – NH3 for SCR)
– Engineering solutions

• Overall Process Integration
– Balance efficiency vs. operability (first units will most likely have less integration)
– Engineering solutions and judgement



Large Scale Demonstration

• It is only by undertaking “real” projects that we learn to make the hard decisions
– It is too easy to put off decisions in paper studies
– From Doosan Babcock’s perspective, we have gained valuable practical experience during 

the engineering of our test facility oxyfuel retrofit, even before we started testing

• It is only by undertaking “real” projects that we can gain confidence in a process

Real projects give us the essential experience to commercialise oxyfuel

– The prospect of massive quantities of nearly pure O2 and CO2 in a utility environment is a 
frightening one for the uninitiated

– Experience of the process allows those fears to be rationalised and properly addressed

• It is only by undertaking “real” projects that we can commercialise the technology
– No matter how much information and experience we gain from reduced scale facilities, 

there is always a degree of uncertainty in the performance of the “first-of-kind” full scale 
plant

– Until we are fully confident in our design process it is impossible to deliver a plant under 
truly commercial conditions with performance guarantees



Large Scale Demonstration

• “Catch 22”
– We need plant experience to validate models…..
– …..but we need validated models to design the 

plant

• Testing
– Full-scale burner testing allows demonstration of 

We need to gain sufficient confidence in oxyfuel before plant demonstration

– Full-scale burner testing allows demonstration of 
key component

• E.g. at Doosan Babcock’s burner test facility

• Modelling
– CFD models allow extrapolation of combustion test 

experience to plant
• Validation against small scale test data, e.g. 
IFRF

– Engineering models allow estimation of boiler 
thermal performance

• Better than CFD ?



Large Scale Demonstration

• First and foremost, we need a full-scale demonstration of the oxyfuel process (i.e. 
>100MWe) to…..

• Demonstrate
– The operation of the process elements at full-scale
– The integration of the process elements

The challenge is therefore to establish a full scale demonstration

– The operation of the plant, and its ability to respond to grid requirements
– The use of materials in an oxyfuel environment

• Validate
– The engineering software / design methods, and refine them
– The performance predictions

• Learn
– The lessons of real experience, to make the next plant better



Concluding Remarks

• Considerable progress has been made in the development of oxyfuel technology
– The process is technically viable
– The process is reasonably well understood
– The process has been demonstrated at pilot scale
– The process is being demonstrated at large scale (30MWt +)
– Most of the individual components are in commercial operation at the required scale

• Oxyfuel combustion is economically competitive with alternative technologies

Has oxyfuel’s time come?

• Oxyfuel combustion is economically competitive with alternative technologies
– But there is a perception that post-combustion is “easier”
– Pre-combustion is also seeing heavy R&D investment, and is being promoted strongly

• Several utilities are making or planning significant investments in oxyfuel 
technology

– Large-scale testing
– Plant demonstration

• The time is right for the full scale demonstration of oxyfuel
– Equipment manufacturers are ready to supply the technology


